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One is not necessarily born with courage, but one is born with potential 
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What I believe about educators 
Successful educators have high levels of self-efficacy and positive attitudes. They demonstrate a belief in 
lifelong learning by continually pursuing professional development. They possess affective qualities that 
enable them to connect easily with students and colleagues, while maintaining high standards for 
themselves and for their students.   
 

My definition of teaching 
Sharing one’s knowledge and life experiences gleaned through years of study, commitment and 
discipline in a way that inspires students to strive to be the best that they can be and to explore worlds 
that they did not know existed.  
 

Why I teach  

I have a genuine interest in everyone that I meet, and I want a career that inspires me to keep learning. I 
want to inspire students to be the best citizens that they can be by caring about the past and by 
exploring ways that they can connect our collective past to contributing to a better future for all citizens. 
I want all students to have an equal opportunity to succeed by discovering their unique purpose and 
potential. I thrive on the energy, debate and inquiry that is present in post-secondary institutions.  
 

My goal when I teach 
I want to inspire critical thinkers who are engaged in their world and who have the skills necessary to 
communicate effectively. I seek to adapt my teaching style to the unique environment of each class, so 
that students from diverse cultures and histories can contribute in a way that nurtures engaged and 
contributing global citizens. I want to challenge student assumptions and to encourage them to think in 
new ways. In the end, I want to be the kind of educator who achieves what my mentors achieved when 
teaching me. 
 

My mentors 

My educational and life mentors were, and are, knowledgeable, respectful, effective classroom 
managers, who possess character beyond reproach, and who demonstrate a selfless sharing of 
knowledge while maintaining academic integrity. My mentors are extremely positive individuals who 
exhibit a genuine joy at the success of students.   
 

How I teach 
When I teach, I begin by establishing professional classroom settings in which respect through 
relationship is paramount. I believe in setting clear learning objectives, and in providing opportunity for 
students to contribute to those learning objectives by jointly monitoring our success, as a class, in 
achieving those objectives. Learning styles and cultures vary, and students learn best when their pre-
existing cultures and learning styles are recognized and incorporated as much as possible into the 
classroom learning. This means that I employ various activities as the culture of all students contributes 
to the culture of each unique classroom. 
 
I believe in adjusting classroom activities, as necessary, in order to ensure that learning objectives are 
maintained while being achievable for all students. Thus, activities in my classrooms range from 
experiential learning, online and classroom discussions, brief lectures, reading journals, written 
assignments, oral presentations, knowledge building circles, self-reflective journals, community and 
research projects.   
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How I establish the teacher-student relationship 
I believe that the teacher-student relationship is key to the learning that occurs in any classroom. 
Students must sense the authenticity and the humanity of their instructor. I have a passion for 
education as a key tool that develops the whole person. I believe that, as an educator, I am called to use 
my life experiences, my challenges and my successes, to serve as a role model for my students. This 
means that I am not called to be the authority in the classroom. Rather, I am called to be the facilitator 
who is not infallible, but who is willing to use my life experiences to serve as examples of persistence, 
dedication to service, and commitment to a better world. 
 

Why I serve 
I fully ascribe to my university’s graduate pledge of “using my knowledge, experience and skills to the 
best of my ability for the well-being of my community and for the advancement of learning and the 
public good.”   Long before I was an educator, I consistently served community organizations.  Now that 
I am an educator, author and researcher, I believe that it is important for academics to be active in their 
community for several reasons. Canadians are fortunate to be the beneficiaries of public education. As 
such, we should re-invest in Canada by sharing our knowledge. Our involvement in the community 
reflects positively on the university or college as a whole. Interaction by academics with students in the 
community inspires them to pursue post-secondary study and to commit to lifelong learning and service 
to community.  
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April 24, 2014 

 

Reference for Doris MacKinnon 

 

It is with great pleasure and without reservation that I act as reference for Doris MacKinnon. 

Doris was a fellow instructor and colleague in the communications department for Olds College as we 
both delivered the two core communications courses that O.C.  students are required to complete.  
Doris was a true role model for personal management, positive interpersonal communication, strong 
work ethic and professionalism. Doris was organized: completing her lesson preparation and evaluation 
of students in efficient manner (even working on weekends and evenings to ensure the work was 
completed efficiently).  In my interactions with Doris, she communicated very positively with me and the 
communications team and participated actively by sharing insights, thoughts, materials and ideas 
related to course curriculum.  Doris clearly demonstrated strong organizational skills within the course 
delivery, as there were a large variety of learning tasks,   including on-line components to the course 
delivery.  Yet, Doris managed to learn the on line course management system quickly and utilize it 
effectively to support her course delivery. Doris demonstrated initiative and motivation in her course 
development as she often developed course materials that she willingly shared with the communication 
team of instructors and was ALWAYS so positive and upbeat. Doris completed ALL her work with a focus 
on detail and quality. Finally, Doris’s interactions with me and fellow instructors and students were 
always extremely positive. Doris was (is) such a pleasure to be around.   

I am referring Doris for any instructor position that requires organizational skills, strong interpersonal 
communication skills, exceptional work ethic, dedication and motivation, as Doris has clearly 
demonstrated these skills in her work as part of the communications team at Olds College where I had 
the absolute pleasure to have Doris as a colleague. Doris is a true role model for a caring, dedicated 
instructor.  

Sincerely, 

Lorrinda Loshny 

Lorrinda Loshny  
B. Ed, Dip. Ed, M.A.  
Instructor  
Olds College lloshny@oldscollege.ca 

http://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&docid=rLZ8McbWlXmCKM&tbnid=cmRjfgV-E1sGPM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.collegealberta.info/olds_college.php&ei=yXEdUZS4Gc3WigKA_YCwBg&bvm=bv.42553238,d.cGE&psig=AFQjCNFxG5Xp2l-8-RujcDuR3TWGne5nnQ&ust=1360970566067233
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Peer Observation Report 

Instructor’s Name: Doris MacKinnon 

Observer’s Name: Mark Kenney 

Date of Observation: November 3, 2014 

Course: Comm. 150A- Fundamentals of College and Workplace Writing 

Introduction 

I had the pleasure of attending Doris MacKinnon’s class with approximately 25 students on November 3, 
2014. I attended class for one hour and then had to leave to attend my own class. The topic of the class 
was descriptive writing and the learning outcomes for this class included developing a clear outline, 
identify descriptive words that reinforce a thesis and the skills of observation as it relates to descriptive 
writing. Prior to attending the class I went over the pre-observation instructor form completed by Doris 
as well as her course outline and the assignment sheet that was provided to the students in that class. 

Instruction and Learning 

1. Structure and Style 

 

 The class started right on time but prior to it beginning the instructor had information 

on Open House for students to look over and each student had a name tag on their 

desk. Instructor was chatting with students prior to class beginning and clearly has a 

good connection with them. 

 At the beginning of the class the instructor reminded students what they had done last 

week and what she planned to do this week so students knew where this class fit into 

the overall structure of the course. 

 The pacing was a good, efficient combination of lecture and activities which kept the 

students engaged. 

 Instructor style was to lecture for a few minutes with aid of PowerPoint slides then do 

an activity to reinforce the topic. 

 
2. Learning Environment 

 

 Instructor’s role changed throughout the class. Initially she was lecturing using 

PowerPoints and then she facilitated several activities and then she was moving about 

the room to assist students with their writing assignment. Students were asked to come 

to the front of the class on a few occasions to provide answers to the activities. 

  I was impressed by how active the class was. I counted five activities that the students 

participated in during the hour that I was in class. The students willingly participated in 

these activities and they reinforced the material covered in the lecture. 

 The instructor shared the learning experience by having the students come up and 

provide answers on the Smart board and she also had  the students help her when there 

was a technical problem with the Smart board. 
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 Near the end of the class the students were given a writing assignment and instructor 

provided detailed instructions to each student before the assignment started and she 

went over these instructions and then moved about the room assisting students as 

required. 

 

3. Integration of Instructional Elements 
 

 PowerPoints were helpful and students were given a copy via Blackboard. 

 Instructor went over the learning outcomes of this class with students 

beforehand so it was clear what the outcomes of the class were. 

 Great combination of lecture and activities. 

 Material covered was clearly in line with the learning outcomes that instructor 

went over in class with students. 

Summary 

I enjoyed the opportunity to attend this class and Doris is a fine instructor.  

When we met beforehand Doris asked me to observe if the students were engaged and if the various 
activities were effective. Clearly the students were engaged and I was impressed by how many active 
learning activities happened in the hour I was in the class.  The activities were effective in reinforcing the 
material covered in the lecture at the beginning in class. One recommendation I would make is to 
remind students at the start of each activity what this activity is trying to reinforce as this was not 
entirely clear for the activity about picking out differences in pictures until near the end of that activity.  

When I was watching the students I found that in general they were engaged and paying attention to 
what was going on and participating in all the activities. However I would suggest that during the lecture 
part of the class that you move about the class a little more as I noticed a few students at the back of 
the class occasionally texting during the initial lecture portion of the class. 

Doris also asked me to observe whether she included all of her students in the class and I did feel that all 
students felt part of the activities and she did a good job of going about the room while they were 
working on the assignment to make sure everyone knew what they were supposed to be doing and 
answering their questions. However near the beginning of the class a student asked a question and I 
didn’t hear the entire question as I was sitting near the back so I would suggest she repeat student’s 
questions before answering them for the benefit of students in the back of the room. 

I noticed instructor used the word “right” or “okay” often so she may want to think of other words to 
confirm students understand the material. 

There were a few issues with Smart Board and attending some training on the use of these devises 
might assist although having the students provide suggestions was a great solution to the problem. 

Overall I was very impressed by this class and how active the learning environment was. A wonderful 
combination of lecture and activities to reinforce the material. Well done! 

__________________________ 

Mark Kenney-November 5, 2014 
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Dr. Jane F. MacNeil 

Chair 

Dept. of Humanities and Social Sciences 

Red Deer College 
 

It is my great pleasure to provide this reference letter at the verbal request of Doris MacKinnon who has asked me to 

serve as a reference for this application.   

 

As the Chair of Humanities and Social Sciences, I had the opportunity to get to know Doris.  She was hired to be an 

instructor in our Communication Studies BA as the result of a need for a late replacement.  Though this is not her 

area of expertise, we hired her because we believed she possessed the ability to instruct students in effective 

communication, writing skills, and presentation techniques.  Our perceptions were absolutely correct.  We are a 

small undergraduate institution, and in addition to our BA majors, a number of the courses we deliver are service 

courses to other departments in the institution.  This means Doris had a very diverse group of students in her courses 

including students from not only the BA program, but also diploma studies programs.  She was highly effective in 

dealing with the learning needs of this diverse group and received very favorable evaluations from all her students.  

Doris was also employed as a Marker for several of our English and Communication Studies faculty, and was highly 

regarded by the faculty. 
 

The words investment and integrity are two words I would use to describe Doris.  She is an individual who makes an 

investment in herself as an academic, a researcher, an instructor, and a Department member.  She is self-aware and 

self-reflective. Though she had only a term-certain contract, she invested in honing her instructional skills through 

our Centre for Teaching and Learning.  With her self-reflection she also internalized the feedback and evaluation she 

received from her peers, students, and independent observers.  
 

Doris is also a great collegiate citizen.  She worked with faculty and students on our Agora Undergraduate Research 

conference which is an annual event where students showcase their research and ideas.  She sat on Departmental 

committees, attended meetings, interacted with her Communication Studies colleagues on curriculum review, and 

helped to advanced departmental initiatives. It is important to note that while Doris committed herself to these 

responsibilities, she was also completing her PhD dissertation.  This is testament to her investment in herself, her 

skill set, her students, and her organizational skills. 
 

If we had the opportunity to hire Doris full time in our institution, I would have no hesitation to recommend her very 

highly, but we are a small institution, with limited opportunities in our History BA area and our Communication 

Studies BA for full-time tenure track instructors.  
 

I can say without reservation that Doris MacKinnon would be a tremendous asset to any institution. 
 

Respectfully,  

 
Jane F. MacNeil, PhD 

Chair, Humanities and Social Sciences 

Red Deer College 

1-403-342-3319 

jane.macneil@rdc.ab.ca  
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To Whom it May Concern: 

 

This is to speak to Doris Jeanne MacKinnon's scholarly attributes and attainments. 
 

Ms. MacKinnon was an outstanding graduate student in the History Department at the University of 

Calgary. She attained a SSHRC Graduate Scholarship for her MA studies as well as the Eleanor Luxton 

Foundation Award. For her doctoral studies she won a Queen Elizabeth II scholarship for 

$10,000.00, a University of Calgary, a Faculty of Graduate Studies scholarship for $5,000.00, and a 

SSHRC Graduate Scholarship. She also published a peer reviewed article in the respected western 

Canadian journal, Prairie Forum, entitled "Just an Ordinary Person; the History of Doctor Ethel 

Taylor," and she presented some of the most interesting findings from her research in the Red Deer 

Advocate newspaper. 

 

Ms. MacKinnon took her directed reading course for her minor in modern British History under my 

supervision. I found her to be an ideal student. She read and critiqued a great array of books on 

social, political and economic subjects and illustrated a profound ability not just to understand but 

also to dissect and critique the ideas of some of the best scholars in these fields. She wrote thirteen 

essays for the course, which led me to agree with her past MA supervisor, Dr. Donald Smith, that she 

is one of the best writers we have had in our graduate program over the last two to three decades. In 

passing her comprehensive examinations Ms. MacKinnon impressed me with her ability to produce 

solid, intellectually mature responses to analytical questions under severe pressure. Her examiners 

were unanimous in awarding her a pass. 

 

Ms. MacKinnon is a meticulous researcher and she reads, writes and speaks French. This was crucial 

to her dissertation study of the lives of Metis women on the western prairies particularly as she was 

searching numerous diaries and conducting interviews. The testimonies of living individuals enriched 

her study dramatically and now provide a wealth of primary evidence for other historians. 



Metis communities in Alberta have not received due scholarly attention to date and Ms. 

MacKinnon's approach was both well thought out and realistic. The sources she unearthed including 

the Marie Rose Delorme Smith manuscripts and the Hardisty and Lougheed family documents in the 

Glenbow Archives, and the Hardisty papers in the Hudson's Bay Archives, enabled her to offer new 

perspectives on race, gender and socio-economic history with respect to Metis people on the 

Canadian plains. Her thesis provides valuable comment on the lives of Metis women as they both 

participated in and, to some extent, withdrew from, western society. The importance of this has now 

been demonstrated with the publication of her book The Identities of Marie Rose Delorme Smith: 

Portrait of a Metis Woman, 1861 -1960, by the Canadian Plains Research Centre. This book was short-

listed for a Saskatchewan Book Award. 

 

Since completing her studies in 2012, Ms. MacKinnon has presented her research at numerous 

events for both scholarly and general audiences. She has instructed at two post-secondary 

institutions, and has been contracted to research and write public history projects. Her second 

publication, Metis Pioneers: Isabella Hardisty Lougheed and Marie Rose Delorme Smith, has now been 

sent to press. 

 

 

Warren Elofson, Professor and former Head, Department of History 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


